Selection Procedure for U.S. Youth Match Racing Championship for the Rose Cup

Remember, we will do our best to verify stated results via the internet. If for some reason they are not available on the internet, please be proactive and send a copy by fax, etc. to US Sailing, attn: Championships, when processing your RFI. Each RFI is reviewed and scored by several people and then ranked relative to all the RFI’s. Each applicant is evaluated on a 100 point scale using the criteria listed below using the following order of importance:

- a max of 55 points (55%) for match racing demonstrated ability
- a max of 35 points (35%) for fleet racing demonstrated ability;
- and a max of 5 points each (5%) for geographic diversity and age (where the older skippers will get preference).

Selectors will research each applicant’s ability and background by:

1. examining regatta results
2. drawing on personal knowledge
3. researching information from others

While ranking applicants, the Selection Committee members will keep in mind the single most common “complaint” received which is that a sailor from an area who did not get accepted regularly beats another sailor who did get accepted. Research and knowledge should minimize this occurrence. As the National Governing Body for Sailing in the United States, selectors may not discriminate based upon the applicant’s race, color, religion, age, sex or national origin.